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ABSTRACT
Objetcive: Medical images are often subjected to noise due to the failure of data acquisition hardware at the source. Thus, making it difficult for the
radiologist to perform image analysis and give correct diagnosis of the disease.
Methods: This research presents a new image denoising algorithm based on the combination of neuro-type 2 fuzzy systems. The method not only
preserves the information relevant for diagnostic details but also provides a cost-effective solution for recovery of lost information due to noise.
Resulst and Conclusion: The pixel transformation achieved by the proposed method is found to be more efficient than the wavelet methods in image
denoising particularly for the removal of Gaussian noise while ensuring that the denoising is done while keeping intact of the integrity and granularity
of the image.
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INTRODUCTION
With the board utilization of advanced imaging in medicine applications,
the nature of computerized medicinal images has turned into a critical
research topic. To remove Noise from the pictures is difficult. To
accomplish the most ideal noise removal analyses, it is imperative for
restorative pictures to be sharp, clear, and free of noise. Removal of
noise in these digital pictures stays as one of the significant difficulties
in the investigation of restorative imaging. In our exploration, we
propose a powerful computation method for removing and restoring
the medicinal pictures utilizing window based multiwavelet change.

past studies have achieved denoising by utilizing several filters and
wavelet denoising methods. Denoising has been achieved. Since they are
accomplished of suppressing noise, recent wavelet thresholding [3,4]
based denoising methods have proved capable, during the conservation
the high-frequency signal details. However, by standard wavelet
thresholding methods [5-7], the local space-scale information of the
image is not adaptively considered. The threshold [8] at certain scale is
a constant for all wavelet coefficients in standard wavelet thresholding
based noise reduction methods. In a few applications, wavelet based
denoising has been showed efficient. Fundamentally, the noisy image is
transformed into the wavelet domain [9], then the wavelet coefficients
are shifted to soft or hard thresholding [10,11], and the result has been
inverse-transformed in the final step.

A traditional crisis in image processing is noise reduction [1]. Digital
image reconstruction is a robust means by which the underlying images
masked in blurry and noisy data can be uncovered. Its input data
METHODOLOGY: PIXEL NORMALIZATION ALGORITHM (PNA) FOR
are sensitive to noise measurement, which can be magnified firmly,
IMAGE DENOISING
resulting in huge artefacts in the reconstructed image. By reconstructing
the permitted images [2], this intricacy can be eliminated. As it can be
Let us suppose that for a given image represented as I of m × n medians
analyze with only a few corrupted pixels which quite significant for noise
of the mean of the diagonals pixel of neighboring pixel position P, where
removal. However, if we lose a particular area in case of medical images,
f ∈ Rn is a noisy image of n pixels; such that I’ is optimal denoised images.
then it will turn out to be grave scenario. Therefore, denoising of medical
Therefore,
images is further essential which leads physician for precise analysis
of diseases. Medical images such as X-ray, computed tomography (CT),
I' arg min(I − fnm + ∇Im
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission tomography, and =
n )
single photon emission CT encompass diminutive information about
human organs. For determining the internal structure of an object, X-ray
Where, σ is a scalar which is weighted by the regularization term.
CT is an effective method for regional application, such as in the nondestructive testing for huge sets of materials. It allows data acquisition
Thus, the neighbor structure of the random pixel position in noisy
from a varied angle and observation viewpoints, the CT image is
images is represented as:
derived, and with the support of a computer (Radon transform) the final
reconstructed CT image produced. It is deplorable for a human being
If Nb is the number of nearest neighbor around P. As shown in Fig. 1, we
from adversaries, when these medical images are corrupted by noise. In
classify the universal set for pixel P is given by:
both image processing and biomedical engineering, CT image denoising
is an important research topic. Various applications can be applied to
U={N,W,S,E,NW,NE,N1,SW,W1,S1,SE,E1}
decide the infection and its stage on the tissues health. The disease
diagnosis procedure has been made more efficient by denoising the CT
and
images where the noise is removed. The denoised images encompass
Nb={{NW,P,SE}, {NE,P,SW}, {W,P,E}}
a prominent level of elevation in its signal to noise ratio (SNR) values,
producing the smoother version of the image for diagnosis function. For
Now, Ii,j be the image intensity at the local region of image pixel position
developing the quality of the CT images, a variation of methods. The
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P. Therefore, diagonal gradient approximation is given by:
∇Ii,j = (Ii+1,j − Ii,j )2 + (Ii,j+1 − Ii,j )2
If ∇Ii,j=0, then either i or j falls outside the image of intersection
boundaries of the two images; which lead us to classify the images
from inbound Ibo={Ibi,j} & outbound Ob={ONb} images at the intersection
of the pixel position. Thus, the intersection point of the inbound &
outbound boundaries is represented by Ii,j=Ob(Ibi,j). Thereby, the
weights of intensity normalization at i, j given by w Nb = Ii−1 ,−1 j − Ii−2,j−2
for each outbound pixel position ONb= (Ibi+1,+1j, Ibi+2,+2j) connected by the
inbound pixel position [12,13]. Based on weighted spatial localization
of neighboring pixels the denoising problem is more precisely derived
as:

∑

|| ∇N I||m
m =w N
b

Fig. 1: The neighboring structures of a given pixel in a noisy image

m
b

w Nb∈W

PNA
Algorithm:
Input: Noisy Image I
Output: Denoised Image I’,
I' arg min(I − fnm + ∇Im
=
n )
Where, σ is a scalar which is weighted by the regularization term and
m and n belongs to the median values of the diagonal pixels at pixel
position P.
Step 1: Begin with Ibo={ } and Ob={ }
Calculate, Nb is the number of nearest neighbor around P. Then, we
classify the universal set for pixel P is given by:
U={N,W,S,E,NW,NE,N1,SW,W1,S1,SE,E1}
and
Nb={ {NW,P,SE}, {NE,P,SW}, {W,P,E} }
Step 2: Add pixel position to Ibo the inbound pixel to the weight
in outbound pixel Ob which form an intersection in (Ibo, Ob) to the
corresponding inbound pixels to V that are not already in Ibo. Ii,j be the
image intensity at the local region of image pixel position P. Therefore,
diagonal gradient approximation is given by:
∇Ii,j = (Ii+1,j − Ii,j )2 + (Ii,j+1 − Ii,j )2
Step 3: Find median values (m) of from the mean of neighboring
diagonal pixels at P.
Step 4: Repeat step 2 and 3 until Ibo is homogenous and compute weight
of intensity normalization for each pixel position P given by:
=
|| ∇N Inm ||
b

∑

w Nb ∈W

∏…∏

i (w N ,x,y)
b

m
i + n (w Nb ,x,y)

Step 5: A fed forward multi-layered perceptrons (MLP) is used to map
the vector valued input || ∇N Im
|| via two hidden layers to vector
b m
valued output. Therefore,

Fig. 2: Flow chart of pixel normalization algorithm
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f(x)=B3+w3 tanh(B2+w2 tanh(B1+w1x))
Where the parameterization values is given by w1, w2 and w3 are the weight
matrices. Furthermore, B1, B2, and B3 are the vector-valued biases. Since,
tanh operates componentwise and the input layer size is 256; hence vector

of the first hidden layer and the second hidden layer are SB1=tanh(B1+w1x)
and SB2=tanh(B2+w2V1), respectively. Therefore, the architecture of the
MLP with two hidden layers is equivalent to 256,200,100.
Step 6: End process.

Fig. 3: Membership function for image denoising using neuro-fuzzy type 2 system

Fig. 4: Profiling of performances of algorithm for 1200 pixel indices Pi for the denoised image

Fig. 5: The sample denoised medical images through the operation of algorithm over noisy images and the corrected denoised output
images with its respective mean signal error and signal to noise ratio
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
Data flow diagram of the workflow process is shown in Fig. 2. In this
proposed study, the removal of noise from MRIs has been discussed
through the novel method of pixel regularization with aid from neurofuzzy type 2 rule sets. As shown in Fig. 5, our study is quite successful
in eliminating noise from the essential medical images which shall
help in easy detection of cancer or tumors (as shown in above images)
for the medical practitioner. The pixel transformation achieved by
the proposed method is found to be more efficient than the wavelet
methods in image denoising particularly for the removal of Gaussian
noise while ensuring that the denoising is done while keeping intact of
the integrity and granularity of the image (Figs. 3 and 4). Finally, our
results shall help build qualitative and quantitative analysis for further
future studies such that the same task attempted through the proposed
process has outperformed the wavelet methods; both visually and in
terms of mean signal error and SNR.
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